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"Civilization is unnatural. It is a whim of circumstance. And barbarism
must always ultimately triumph."
– Beyond the Black River, Robert E. Howard.
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What is The Barbarian Way?
The Barbarian Way is an approach to life focused on Being, Overcoming, and
Becoming.
It’s about simply Being in the world, connected, aware, at peace with ourselves and
others while embracing the wild within.
It is about overcoming; overcoming our old patterns, unlearning the programming
of civilization, breaking out of the molds, beliefs, habits, and mindsets shaped by
governments, corporations, media, religions, and the digitized pop culture.
It’s about overcoming ourselves, who we used to be, not because we hate
ourselves, but because we want to challenge and push ourselves to discover new
territories within and without. It’s because we want to Become.
The Barbarian Way is ultimately about Becoming: Wild, Free, Aware.
It’s about owning the only thing that we can control: ourselves, in spirit, mind, and
body.
In essence, The barbarian Way is about yearning for and earning Freedom;
Freedom through Will.
Will is consciousness applied in action, it’s the ultimate way to grow our Being.
It’s our tool to achieve a transformation from a life lived in reaction to a life lived
through action, from being numb to being alive, from going through motions in
despair to living through will and purpose, from being civilized men and women to
becoming… Barbarians.
***

Can there be a barbarian way in the 21st century?
The word “Barbarian” is used as an insult in the dominant culture despite the fact
that almost 99% of our modern ailments come from civilization.
The Barbarian Way isn’t about the values of civilization, but the opposite.
Civilization values compliance with the collective, The Barbarian Way values finding
our own way and living according to our own truth.
Civilization values dependency on the system in everything, on experts that fix our
machines, on protection by the state and law, on buying our food from
supermarket shelves, on the dopamine rush from digital likes… The Barbarian Way
values independence, self-reliance and the ability to take care of ourselves on our
own.
Civilization values individualism, being disconnected from everyone and everything
while claiming to belong to the whole, being alone in life while never spending a
moment without thousands of people barging in on your attention in the real world
and digitally. The Barbarian Way values the life of the Tribe, independent
individuals who know how to belong and how to harness the power of real solitude
at the same time, of a life where you have few people around you that you trust
with your life instead of millions that you barely know the names of.
Civilization values weakness, invites you to accept yourself as you are without
change, to stay sedentary, lazy, unfit, avoid physical activities and psychological
confrontations and mental battles. The Barbarian Way values strength, physical
prowess, and the Will to overcome the old self and become better.
Civilization values consumption in ignorance, where one just consumes but never
creates anything of value. The Barbarian Way values engaging with the world as
contributors, of creation in mastery in which skill, knowledge, and wisdom are held
in the highest regard.
Civilization values social vanity based on lies, where digital profiles and witty words
are more important than real substance, and where promises and personal conduct
are only mean to an end. The Barbarian Way values honor, in intention and
conduct, with the self and with others.

Civilization values the worship of progress and dogmatic religions of immutable
words and infallible ideas. The Barbarian Way embraces the true cycle of life and
values an organic spiritual connection with the world and all that is, within and
beyond.
Civilization values holding on to the old declining world of soda drinks and digitized
sedation, while The Barbarian way invites you to embrace a new world and reclaim
your mind, body, and spirit from the fangs of its false gods.
It’s not easy to abandon the old world, to abandon everything we knew, to abandon
the self along with the house that it grew up in, but this is the challenge of the
Barbarian Way: to choose a journey of complete transformation, to unlearn the
old, to break the domesticated, to re-learn the new and embrace the wild. To
overcome and be.
And this is only the first step.
***

The Barbarian Way in Practice
The Barbarian Way is first and foremost a code of living, based on Mastery,
Strength, and Honor.
These are the values that govern a Barbarian’s outlook on life and their interactions
with themselves and others. These values are expressed through practice and
action, not words and intentions only.
Like all Barbarian things, the Foundation Program is designed according to three
pillars: simplicity, consistency, and action.
The practices describe in this program aim to help you achieve mastery over mind
and body, and open your spirit up anew to the vast world of existence.
The Barbarian Way is designed in a way where you can follow its practices for a
lifetime on your own and it’ll always bring you tangible significant results.
There’s much more to The Barbarian Way than this program but the purpose of
what we have here in our hands is to give one a solid base: a foundation.
If you’re looking for a complicated self-development program with complex mental
acrobatics and life “hacks” that promise you to achieve the impossible in a week,
then this isn’t for you.
This is the opposite of such programs: you’re probably familiar with 99% of the
content of The Barbarian Way beforehand, and this is by design: The Barbarian Way
uses familiar practices to achieve results because one is more likely to stick to such
practices over the long term over complicated programs and concepts.
Doing 10 pushups a day for a lifetime is much more tangible and rewarding than
trying a complicated workout program that requires ten different pieces of
equipment for a couple of weeks.
Unfortunately, in a world where life-coaching is a career and influencers are a thing,
not one will ever tell you such thing. Making things overly complicated is the bread
and butter of people who make a living out of giving advice, but this small booklet
in your hands is no free advice: it’s a call to work.

The Simplicity in this program also has another goal: the practices are something
that can be done by anyone, anywhere, anytime. Most importantly, it can be
learned and shared by almost everyone, without the need for the “expert” middle
man.
This means that the foundation you’re working on will always be available for you,
no matter who you are, where you are, or the external circumstances in your life.
This program is designed so one is able to do it from behind a corporation desk,
inside a prison cell, or out in the wild.
Consistency is the second pillar of the program; doing one single action in itself
barely means anything. The true value of the program and the real change will only
begin after weeks of practice.
Many of the changes will be subtle. You might notice that your mood is more stable,
you feel less tired and irritated, your body is starting to show signs of physical
power, and old habits don’t hold the same sway over you like they used to.
The real value of what you’re doing will be visible in a year; that’s when you can
really compare your progress and look back on your old self and notice the bigger
changes.
Action is the third and final pillar as this is a program. The Barbarian Way is about
doing, not talking.
No one is going to do the work for you; no one is going to give you that life
shattering idea that will change you in an instant; you have to do the work, day in,
day out, through hot summers and cold winters, through enthusiastic moods and
depression episodes, through busy periods and over the holidays; you have to do
the work or you won’t achieve any progress.
The Barbarian Way is designed to be a lifetime practice, meaning that it’s not
required to spend tons of time and energy to achieve the change then suddenly
stop the practice. It’s literally based around doing 13 minutes of daily work, but it’s
designed to be done every day for a lifetime.
If this sounds like too much commitment, then there’s nothing to say to make you
change your mind. Following The Barbarian Way is a choice only you can make, and

it’s work that only you can do, but ultimately it’ll give you a reward that only you
will reap.
***

The Focus Areas of the Barbarian Way
The work is done in three main areas:
• The Moon Path, aiming to provide the mental and psychological foundation
and framework necessary for practice.
• The Earth Path focusing on fitness and physical mastery over the body.
• The Sun Path focusing on mastery over the mind and nurturing the soul.
In summary, the core of your work in The Barbarian Way revolves around three
essential practices: Journaling, Physical Training, Meditation. That’s it. It’s that
simple.
However, it’s not just any journaling, not just any training, and not just any
meditation; the content of these practices in The Barbarian Way is specific, and
requires to be done in a very focused direction.
The content of the journal, the design of the physical fitness program, and the
meditations have been selected very carefully to provide very specific outcomes.
If you change one component in the program, let’s say, you decide to substitute
Death Meditation for another type of meditation like affirmations, the result and
spirit of the whole program will change and it’ll cease to be the Barbarian Way and
becomes something else. That’s fine of course, you do what works best for you, but
if you want to reap the full benefits of The Barbarian Way, you have to follow The
Barbarian Way as it is.
Even the duration, frequency, and timing of each daily practice have been
considered meticulously to maximize results and to make it possible to make the
work an integrated part of our daily life forever.
The Barbarian Way could have been designed asking for two hours of meditation
and 1 hour of physical training and 1 hour of journaling, which is something that
you might be able to do for a while but it won’t be sustainable.

The Barbarian Way aims to be a daily practice that you integrate into your life and
can sustain forever while reaping significant results out of the limited time you
spend on it.
As Barbarians, we also realize that bigger commitments require bigger
communities, the time for deeper and more intensive programs will come when
the Tribe is ready to support its individuals in bigger adventures.
The Barbarian Way isn’t just a random program that you do for a short period of
time to achieve temporary results, but a way of life that becomes part of you and
helps you achieve permanent results.
The Barbarian Way isn’t just self-growth and self-mastery, it’s a process of
reclaiming the self and rewilding it.

The Barbarian Code
A new way of life has to be built on new values; you can’t build the new self on the
values of the old self.
Overcoming the old self and becoming a barbarian means overcoming the old
values, not merely the personal values, but the values of civilization as a culture,
and embracing the values of the Wild.
Values are the compass that drives action and also a measurement of progress.
The Barbarian Way doesn’t ask you to believe in anything but your ability to
Become; and these values are this exactly: a compass for your journey.

Mastery
In our modern world, we rarely rely on ourselves to do anything anymore: someone
else grows our food, prepares it and serves it to us, someone else makes and fixes
our cars we drive and appliances and phones and homes and furniture.
Life is made in a way that someone else will even carry our bags from the shop to
the car and deliver everything we need to our front door, making it possible for
humans for the first time in history to do everything they need to survive without
moving from their couch.
When we’re in an emotional or psychological tough spot, we also run to experts to
fix us, to the guru and shrink and the digitized embrace of online strangers, so they
can provide us with some soothing medication or distraction, so we don’t have to
live with whatever we’re going through.
We’ll dull our senses with social media and booze and porn and expensive things
and positive affirmations, all so that we can avoid doing the one thing that matters:
confronting our own self and overcoming it.

Our lives are defined by consumption. We consume things and experiences and
people and everything available just to feed the void in our soul, without realizing
that the first step in healing that void is extremely simple: creation.
Humans are a creative element in the universe, with an impact far exceeding any
other known life form, yet most modern humans relegate themselves to merely
consume for their entire lives, without trying to do the most basic human thing:
create, engage, contribute, grow.
Mastery isn’t some concept randomly chosen for its appeal, but an essential part
of growing our human experience and living up to the full potential of our being.
Mastery of the mind, the body, of day-to-day skills and crafts, and of living, allows
us to make a paradigm shift in the way we live and be. It allows us to participate in
shaping the reality around us, and to give back to nature some of the debt we owe
her.
The Barbarian Way doesn’t revolve around the illusion of creating reality in our own
image or shaping our lives according to our intentions; life happens all around and
a Barbarian doesn’t have the delusion that he’s the sole influencer on the way
things are.
The Barbarian Way is about being an active element in our reality, shaping up a
different world, instead of being satisfied with the role of spectator and consumer.
The Barbarian Way is about taking the lead of our lives and allowing our spirit to
grow to its full potential.
Mastery is also our tool to navigate a difficult and unpredictable world; mental
mastery gives us the anchor to sustain our sanity in times of darkness, doubt and
despair, physical mastery gives us the tool to be healthy and do the physical work
needed to protect and sustain ourselves and our loved ones, craftsmanship
mastery allows us to shape our lives and channel our creative energy, and spiritual
mastery is the gateway to experience truth and live life on our own terms.
In The Barbarian Way there’s a lot of emphasis on the physical aspect of skill and
craft mastery because such process is alchemical in nature: it connects the spiritual
with the material through mind and body, grounds you in reality and transforms
you in the process.

In civilization, we spend too much time in our heads and on screens, without having
much impact on the immediate world around us, and without having skills that
translate well outside the narrow confines of our day jobs.
That’s why choosing a craft is an essential part of the Barbarian Way, even if just
for a hobby.
If you’re looking for ideas, we have a long list of suggestions to help you out in the
appendix.
The key here is to choose something that requires your physical, mental, and
spiritual presence and input and also requires training, dedication, and discipline to
grow your skill, and it should have results that can be seen in the real world, which
means it has to be something you can do with your hands one way or the other.
Growing a specific skill isn’t just an exercise but a goal in itself. It’ll teach you a lot
about yourself in addition to the craft you chose.
Growing such skills will also allow you to contribute in new ways to your community
and to the lives of people around you.
There’s a bigger picture here: the decline of civilization and breakdown of the old
world means we have to rely on ourselves more to do the things that we used to
take for granted, and we’ll have to find alternative and sustainable ways to do those
things and create new ways of life; learning real-world skills is an essential part of
this larger transformation.
So, pick your craft, gather your tools, and create the world.

Mastery Summary

• In civilization, our existence relies on a faceless system
making up a huge network of strangers that run our lives.
• The Barbarian Way is about regaining our self-reliance, and
from there acquiring more personal freedom.
• In civilization we consume. In the Wild, we create and
contribute.
• Mastery is an essential part of growing our human
experience, and reaching our full potential.
• Mastery of the mind, body, and the art of life, is something
to strive for.
• Mastery of a craft or skill reconnects the physical with the
spiritual, as it allows to manifest our will and work in the
tangible world.
• Mastering a craft or a skill is a goal on its own.
• Mastery enables you to give more to your community and
people around you.
• As civilization crumbles, mastery is also a practical way to
build alternatives.
• Pick your craft, gather your tools, and create the world.

Strength
Despite our modern’s culture obsession with materialism and appearances,
strength is increasingly looked down upon as a primitive pursuit or even something
detestable.
In terms of physical fitness, the dominant culture prefers looks over function and
vanity over true strength. For a Barbarian, mental and physical strength is one of
their major values.
Our body is the vehicle of our Will, the carrier of our spirit and consciousness; taking
good care of it is as important as everything else we do.
Being physically fit, healthy, and strong, is a testament of spiritual strength and vice
versa.
The process of exercising, eating well and living a healthy life is one of the most
efficient ways to grow as a person and demolish old bad habits.
A Barbarian should be able to carry themselves, to be reliable physically as well as
mentally, and to be able to do the physical work required for self-sustenance and
self-defense.
Sometimes it happens when someone reads about this, they might say that they’re
already healthy and fit and don’t need to be exercising to keep it up; but this is
where The Barbarian Way diverges from that thinking: consistent exercising is
essential because it’s the main tool for us to constantly overcome our old selves
physically.
Strength is only truly measured when it’s faced with resistance, and training is the
way to constantly face that resistance, mentally, psychologically, and physically.
This does not mean that the Barbarian Way is a culture that glorifies physical
obsession, nor it means that only the able bodied can be part of it.
Every person in the world, regardless of their physical condition, has some way to
increase their fitness and strength level, and this is the heart of it: A Barbarian life
is a holistic life in which we are expected to take care equally of all the different

aspects of our existence and to live as the most complete version possible of
ourselves.
In these times, Barbarians are expected to be pathfinders of a new way of life, and
for such task, strength on the inside and the outside is necessary.

Strength Summary

• The dominant culture prefers looks over function and
vanity over real strength.
• Our body is the vehicle of our will, the carrier of our spirit
and consciousness, we should take the best care of it.
• Being physically fit, healthy, and strong, is a testament of
spiritual strength.
• A Barbarian should be able to carry himself, to be reliable
physically as well as mentally.
• Strength is only truly measured when it’s faced with
resistance.
• Every person in the world, regardless of their physical
condition, has some way to increase their fitness and
strength level.
• Being strong is part of The Barbarian Way, because we
want to live a holistic life and strive to be the most
complete version of ourselves.

Honor
Honor is a dirty word in today’s world, especially in places like the Middle East
where it’s synonymous with crimes done against the freedom of women. The word
Honor today is an outdated and mostly comical and regressive concept believed to
belong to ages past.
However, as Barbarians living under a culture where the rule of law merely means
the protection of the rich and powerful, Honor becomes the rule that governs our
relationship and guides our interactions.
But what do we mean by honor?
There’s an extremely simple answer: honor is keeping our word and respecting the
word and will of others.
In today’s world, words barely mean anything: people lie, exaggerate, conceal,
manipulate, and mislead each other all the time. In the Barbarian Way, you’re only
as good as your word, just as your word is only as good as who you are as a person.
Be a person who keeps their word, who speaks the truth, who respects his
agreements and promises to others, who lives by their morale code and does
what’s right even when there are consequences, and that’s simply what it’s like to
live by a code of honor.
Honor makes you reliable, trustworthy, so let your no be no and your yes be yes,
and follow through your word and promises and be as clear as possible with your
needs and frustrations, even in something as trivial as promising your friends to
hang out.
Honor cannot be fragmented; you cannot be honorable in your profession and a
cheater in your romantic relationships. You either live by the code or you don’t.
There’s definitely a big price to pay when one decides to be honorable; it’s not easy
to live true in a world where everyone is wearing a mask.
Being untruthful is so common today that maintaining your barbarian honor is a
challenge; the average person today exaggerates in their CV, lie or deceive others
in work meetings, cheat in business exchanges, mislead their partners, backtrack

on their promises to others all the time, court others while in committed
relationships, and backstab friends and family members as if it’s nothing. There’s
no honor in all of this. Being honorable sounds easy in theory, but in practice it’s a
challenge.
There’s actually one more reason why honor is so important for a Barbarian; The
Barbarian Way is based in tribalism and not individualism. In a tribal setting one
needs to trust the others around him for the group to be able to function and
achieve.
If one can’t trust anything you say, how do you expect them to become your
brothers and sisters in the tribe, how can one expect to have a band of warriors
that have each other’s back on this long hard journey?
You need to be reliable, to yourself and others around you, and Honor, in the
simplest of terms, is just a way to measure reliability.

Being Honorable is to simply:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep your word.
Be courageous.
Speak the truth.
Be committed.
Live by the code.
Do what is right even when there’s consequences.
Be reliable.
Loyalty to your people.

The Barbarian Routine: 13 minutes for Life
The Barbarian Way is a spiritual endeavor, a transformation of values, a paradigm
shift in how we see our journey and the world, and, of course, a daily practice.
The practice in this foundation program is very simple: a morning routine.
The Barbarian Way is about owning your life, and what’s a more practical way to
do that than by starting with owning your day?
The morning routine is the foundation, which is why this foundational program is
designed around it.
The philosophy here is establishing a habit that can stay with you for a lifetime and
doesn’t require huge amounts of time – as the goal is to keep it up indefinitely.
For the sake of clarity and simplicity we have called the three pillars of this program:
• The Moon Path: the mental & psychological foundation of Becoming.
• The Earth Path: the fitness and physical aspect of Becoming.
• The Sun Path: the spiritual aspect of Becoming.
These three activities will engage you and stimulate you on mental, physical, and
spiritual levels and set the tone for the rest of your day.
The Practices of The Barbarian Way

It’s simply doing the following:
• Journaling: working on your Journal of Becoming: recommended
frequency: almost daily.
• Workout: 13 minutes of exercise (detailed program in section #2):
recommended 4 days a week.
• Meditation: 13 minutes of meditation (detailed meditations in
section #3): recommended practice 3 days a week.

As you notice there’s a recommended frequency for each activity because the goal
is to keep the morning routine doable no matter how busy you get; so it shouldn’t
take more than 30 minutes on average.
You can of course increase the frequency of each activity but it’s generally not
recommended because it might lead to early burnout.
Keep in mind that these practices are only the foundation, and once you move to
more advanced levels in the next program, you’ll be adding more practices. That’s
why it’s better to keep the foundation at the recommended frequency so you can
leave more space and energy for more additions later.
If you’re following the recommended frequency; your week might look like this:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day 1: journaling, stillness meditation.
Day 2: journaling, physical workout.
Day 3: journaling, physical workout.
Day 4: journaling, breathing meditation.
Day 5: journaling, physical workout.
Day 6: journaling, physical workout.
Day 7: Death meditation.

Of course, you can choose the format that works best for you; for example, you
might opt to start your week with workout, or you might want to alternate between
workout and meditation every day, or maybe you want to do 4 days straight of
physical workouts, then 3 days of meditation.
One day of rest for every two days of workout is highly recommended, but this also
depends on your fitness level as some people might be able to do the exercises
daily without overtraining or exhaustion.
Again, the exact split is up to you, but keep in mind that the recommended
frequency is also the minimum practice required. If you’re working out 2 times a
week or meditating 1 time a week, you’re not really following the program and you
won’t be reaping the full benefits. It’s at least 4 workouts and 3 meditations a week.
That’s the minimum amount but also the perfect balanced amount of practice.
In addition to the basic practice, there are two major things you can add to amplify
your gains:

• Reading; nurturing your mind and soul with knowledge.
• Mastering a craft: nurturing your entire being with the ability to create and
get better at something.
Despite its simplicity, committing to this morning routine is the most concrete step
towards owning your life.

The Moon Path: Three Practical Pillars
of Overcoming
The Moon Path is about the mental and psychological foundation of Becoming; it
helps to put one in the right mindset to overcome the old self, while offering
practical tips and an important tool to map and understand the self through the
application of The Journal of Becoming.

Overcoming through Will: how to push through
obstacles
Most attempts at self-development struggle with this: how to find the motivation
to push through obstacles and really change yourself when the initial enthusiasm
fades?
Most self-development programs focus on motivation and mind tricks to keep you
on track, but the Barbarian Way doesn’t do that because it knows that motivation
comes from desire, and desires are temporary and impermanent - desires can give
you the initial push but can’t go the whole way.
On the other hand, trying to trick your mind with elaborate ideas, affirmations and
complicated steps means you’re giving more power to your mind over your path,
and that involves more difficulties on the long run because minds, well they have a
mind on their own.
You are not your desires and you are not your mind either, so you can’t rely on
either for real long-term transformation.
In the Barbarian Way, first you have to change your perspective from thinking in
terms of self-development to thinking in terms of Overcoming.
Overcoming means you have to struggle and fight, and there is an opponent: your
old self.

However, it’s not about being in a war with oneself but realizing that if you want
real change, you’ll have to fight and work for it.
As you can’t rely on fleeting desires and the ever-changing mind to win that war,
you have to find your Will to do so. The Barbarian path is a path of willing.
Will is the self beyond the body and mind and the mundane worries of your daily
life; it’s the faint voice in the background that shows up sometimes to make you
achieve things you didn’t think were possible.
Will is hard to explain as it’s a spiritual, philosophical, as well as practical term. Most
people think will is about control, but that isn’t true; the Will of overcoming is about
letting go of the things you cannot control, accepting reality as it is, focusing on the
things that you can do and doing them one action at a time.
Will is action. Action applied against resistance.
If there’s one thing to remember to keep pushing yourself when you’re facing
obstacles then it’s this: do.
When tired, do. When in doubt, do. When overthinking, do. When hitting a wall,
do.
Action is the vehicle of your Will; it enables it to grow and to show itself. The
smallest action you do in your day to day life, even if it’s just something you do for
a few minutes, has more impact on your path than brooding on a concept or idea
in your head for weeks and months. It’s that simple.
This program includes two types of meditation specifically designed to help
discover your Will. That voice that keeps your body still, despite it wanting to move,
the voice that brings your mind back to your breath despite it wanting to wander…
That’s your will in action, coming from beyond the body, beyond the mind, and
beyond the desires of both.
With time, you’ll notice that you’re more aware of your patterns and the
impermanence of your desires and their origins; desires and emotions will not
control you to the same extent they used to before.
Another thing will also happen: you’ll discover that while you’re not your physical
desires, you aren’t your mind and thoughts either. Your mind jumps from thought

to thought like a monkey. Sometimes it works against you, sometimes with you,
sometimes you have to struggle with your own mind to focus on your breath for a
five-minute meditation. That’s the nature of the mind and your goal here isn’t to
change it, but to know it.
Identifying completely with your mind is as common a mistake as trying to tame it.
The mind is mind: its job is to jump from thought to thought, from past to future,
from desire to aversion, from an idea to its reverse, and your job is to accept it as
it is, and to discover your True Will behind all the mental noise of the brain.
The Will is going to be a dim light in the beginning, but it grows with time if you
grow its presence through work and dedication. You’ll discover that Will has its own
dimension of being and an agenda of overcoming and transcendence that it’ll make
itself known for you over and over again.
There are entire schools of spirituality that revolve around finding and growing the
Will, but this program is designed to be only the start of this journey.
So the main take away and the first practical pillar in this journey is this: think in
terms of overcoming and becoming, not mere growth or habit change, focus on
doing not on mental or psychological rationalizations.
As for doing, what we suggest is simple: three practices that allow you to grow and
nurture your being on this journey:
• Journaling that allows for self-reflection between will and reality,
• physical exercise and craft mastery that allows for direct exercise of will on
body and physical reality,
• and stillness and meditation that allows for exchange and growth between
Will and Being.
So whenever you are in a lull in your journey, feeling worn out and burnt out and
falling off your path, if you were wondering on how to find your will, the answer is
simple: write in your journal, meditate, exercise, do your craft.
Give your will an outlet to exercises itself in the world, give it a challenge to
overcome, and it’ll show itself again.

Overcoming obstacles in brief:

• Motivation is not enough; motivation comes from
desire, and desires are temporary and impermanent.
• Tricking the mind with elaborate affirmations and
mind tricks doesn’t work on the long term; the mind is
fickle and thoughts are impermanent.
• For real change to happen, you have to find your True
Will. The Barbarian path is a path of finding your True
Will.
• Change your perspective from thinking in terms of
self-development to thinking in terms of Overcoming,
overcoming your old self.
• The Will of overcoming is about letting go of the things
you cannot control, and focusing on the things that
you can do.
• Will is action. Action applied against resistance.
• The best course to take when you’re facing obstacles
is this: just do.
• The Will is going to be a dim light in the beginning, but
it grows with time if you grow its presence through
work and dedication.

Overcoming One Habit Every 21 Days
People who want to better themselves often make the mistake of wanting to do
everything at once.
For example, it’s common to see someone with in an office job and a sedentary
routine with years spent behind a desk, decide that next Monday is the day when
they’re going to start waking up early, meditating, eating healthy, exercising every
day, minimizing time on the phone, and changing the way they are, all at the same
time.
Monday comes and they’re full of energy and motivation; they say to themselves
this time is different, and for a few days it is.
The first day goes perfectly fine with an early rising, a healthy breakfast, an hour at
the gym, and night reading instead of facebook browsing. They feel great. Next day
comes and it goes even better, for a few days at least before their new habits start
to break down again.
Thursday comes and they’re feeling cranky, tired, and too exhausted to work out,
so the next day they wake up a bit later, eat a few snacks that they shouldn’t, and
they feel they earned a small reward and some rest, right?
However, before they know it, they’re back to square one and all their new habits
didn’t stick. Well, they can repeat the cycle again next Monday, or next month, or
next year, right?
People can spend years in this cycle, never managing to follow a new lifestyle than
for a few days or weeks at most, and never managing to quite break the mold of
the old patterns.
Changing ourselves, or even the tiniest daily habit we have, is of course a
complicated thing, but one of the things that aren’t complicated is this: our time
and energy available in a day are finite, and if we’re trying to squeeze as many new
habits as we can in one go, we’re only going to drain our will and wear down our
nervous system fast in a few days or weeks, and none of the ten new habits will
survive long enough to actually become a habit.

Most of the changes we go through in life happen unconsciously and become
entrenched through years of repetition and practice.
It’s much harder to do things consciously: to break the old patterns and integrate
new practices and habits in our lives. It needs will, energy, and most of all,
repetition and practice over very long periods of time – enough time for it to be
integrated into the subconscious and becomes an effortless habit.
Instead of making one attempt to make 100 changes at once, it’s better and much
more efficient to make 100 attempts to make one change, day in, day out.
That’s why the Barbarian Way advises making one change at a time, and sticking to
that one new habit, for as long as needed, before moving on to the next thing.
And yes, this means that you might spend months or years changing that one thing
about you. What’s better: getting one new healthy powerful habit that sticks with
you for a lifetime or making dozens of attempts at total change without succeeding
once?
It’s better to focus your entire energy and time on one thing and achieve success
than splintering your attention on 10 different things and fail.
Three weeks is usually the minimum time our brains need to break the pattern of
an old habit and install a new one, but that’s only the initial push; in reality most
habits require 1 month to a year to really become a habit.
If you think one new habit a month is too slow for you, consider this: the year has
12 months, and if you managed to create 12 new habits this year, you made
progress in one year more than what most people do in a lifetime.
Whether it’s waking up early, exercising regularly, doing meditation, stopping
sugar, or developing your communication abilities, whatever it is, give it your full
focus for a whole month, and commit to it and nothing else, and don’t back down.
Even if you feel it’s too easy and you got it down in the first few days; that’s only
the initial enthusiasm. The real challenge in doing new practices is the slump in the
middle; when you have used your motivational energy already while it feels that
you’re not reaping the full benefits. That’s when you’ll start wondering if this hassle
is worth it.

keep going at it for the rest of the month without trying to make any additional
changes and without trying to cram in more habits. Just make it part of who you
are. Even if you feel it’s too hard and you can’t do it and you want to quit and it’s
pointless, keep going at it and commit to it for the whole month and see where it
leads you.
Even when following this program, take it one step at a time and make 1 change
only every month; let’s say in the first month just commit to keeping a journal. No
meditation, no workout, no trying to change any other habits like quitting smoking
or changing your diet. Just the journal for a whole month, until the habit of keeping
a journal becomes part of you.
Then next month, move on to the next habit, maybe you want to start exercising 4
days a week; then focus the entire month on trying to do that while you keep your
previous habit of journaling and so on, and by the end of month two you’ll have
two new healthy habits in your lifestyle.

Overcoming the Source of the Habit
For general lifestyle changes we also advise to breakdown the changes into smaller
parts and following the motto of Decrease, Substitute, Decrease, Implement.
Let’s say you want to change your diet entirely from fast and junk food to a
healthier alternative; instead of going at it in one go, choose one thing in your diet
and change it, and focus on just that one thing for a month, like stopping soda.
First you can decrease the quantity that you drink by just a little, then you
substitute the soda you drink with another beverage with less sugar and carbs, but
you still have the habit of drinking when eating. Next you decrease the amount that
you drink at lunch, as in drinking a smaller bottle or drinking half of it instead of full.
Next you implement the new habit, as in stopping drinking sugary drinks with foods
completely. You’ll notice that this small change brings with it a lot of other changes
on its own, including a change in your choice of food and in your ability to eat and
digest junk foods.

A lot of self-growth approaches call for quitting things cold turkey (in one go), but
such approach has an unexpected downside: quitting in one go will make you more
vulnerable to regression later on, as one sip of soda for example, can bring back all
the sensations and a higher risk of getting back into the old habits.
Real quitting is quitting the addiction to the sensations brought by the habit, not
just the substance. In most cases the habits are an effect not a cause: the effect of
seeking specific sensations.
You can identify and decode these things through meditation and journaling, and
in practice, the best way to deal with these things is to overcome the sensation,
and not just quit it.
This means that the gradual approach of Decrease, Substitute, decrease,
implement, progressively breaks down and decreases the sensations you get from
your habit, and gives you the ability to handle smaller quantities of the substance
or the habit, without falling into full regression.
This is type of anti-fragility is going to be useful later so you can keep up your
accomplishment regardless of any sudden development: e.g. you can drink soda
once in a family gathering it won’t throw you back directly into the habit of
excessively drinking soda with every meal.

Making real change

There’s a lot more that can be said about this but for now the main
takeaways are:
• Making real changes require doing the practice for an extended
period of time measured in weeks and months.
• Choose small sustainable practices that you can do forever over
hard complex things that you can only do for a few days.
• Attempt to change or implement only one thing at a time, and
stick to the attempt for at least one full month.
• Attempt new habits and practices only when you feel that your
previous new habit is now sustainable and integrated in your life.
• Break bigger changes into smaller changes made over an
extended period of time.
• When something is really hard, follow the principle of Decrease,
Substitute, Decrease, Implement.
• Substitute the bad habit with another less destructive one, then
decrease the amount of the substitute, then cut it off, or
implement the change.
• To really overcome a bad habit, you have to overcome the
sensations it gives you, the source of the habit and not just the
external action.
• When getting rid of bad habits, you need to acquire a certain
immunity towards them – in other words: you need to be able to
tolerate the presence of a low level of chaos in your life. This will
enable you to keep your achievements even if old habits show up
around you at any point in time, and will protect you from
regression.

The Journal of Becoming
Your journal – let’s call it The Journal of Becoming – is the third practical pillar of
the Barbarian Way and the most important tool you have at your disposal.
Beware that doing the full exercise of mapping your journal for the first time – a
process known in ancient wisdom schools as writing the Book of Mirrors – is a task
that’ll take weeks or months and will continue later as a daily habit.
Like most of the practices in this program, the full benefits of establishing your
Journal of Becoming will become apparent one year down the line and not at the
first moment of doing the exercise.
First, let’s talk about what is the nature of this journal and why it’s radically
different than the usual diaries.
To be able to see your body, you have to look into a mirror, but what to do if you
want to see The Self itself – your Self, that ethereal entity that doesn’t have shape
or physical appearance and that’s so hard to describe or fully know?
Throughout history, meditation and contemplation were the tools of selfreflection, and as the magic of the written word made itself known, seekers and
mystics developed a magical tradition that included what became known later as
The Book of Mirrors.
In simple terms, The Book of Mirrors is a personal journal, but it isn’t any personal
journal. Like the moon reflecting the Sun, the book of Mirrors will contain the words
that reflect the Self, and will be your essential tool to illuminate your path. The
practice we are recommending here doesn’t merely stop at making the Book of
Mirrors, as we seek transformation, we also transform the image that the mirror
reflects, and make the Book of Mirrors into a Journal of Becoming.
There are several methods to establish a book of mirrors, but the style
implemented here is the one that’s most accessible without the need to be familiar
with arcane spiritual concepts.
Your journal might start off with simple reflections but if you follow the right
practice, your small notebook will become the mirror in which you can see yourself
more clearly.

Before we start, there’s a few rules to establish: no daily diaries about the mundane
day to day life go in the Journal of Becoming.
The “No diaries” rule is to preserve the mission of the journal as it is, without
diluting it in mundane events or daily chatter.
There’s a section dedicated to insights and practices, but this section isn’t about
random events or thoughts, but about your goals, practices and insights in the
context of doing the Barbarian Way.
If you have another journal, it’s better to keep the two separate and dedicate a
journal on its own for the practice described here.
There’s an essential key to make the journal work: making the Mirror won’t work
unless you are brutally honest with yourself. When you write about yourself in it;
you should write about things as they are in reality, no matter how hard or painful
or embarrassing the truth is.
Actually, the more painful and hard it is, the more you need to be candid with
yourself. Don’t write about yourself in the way you like things to be, and not in the
way you want others to see you, and not in the way of the things you tell yourself
to deceive yourself.
Be truthful, honest, brutal, or else the benefit you get from this practice will be
significantly reduced.
Another advice for making a Journal of Becoming is to take your time: when you
start this exercise for the first time, you might not have a lot to write and that’s
perfectly normal.
Take all the time you need with it; contemplate on the concepts and reflect on your
own self, take days or even weeks just to write down one word; as long as that
word is true (or as close as possible to what you see as true).
The third and last advice is to follow through till the end; even if you’re taking your
sweet time, your Journal has to be done in the first year of doing this program,
preferably in the first three months so you can benefit from working through some
of it during the year.

This also means that you have to revisit and revise different sections in your journal
on a yearly basis, and you might have to do the main exercise again from scratch
every few years.
It’s an important tool you have at your disposal, use it well.
Now for the specifics; The Journal of Becoming has 3 main sections:

1. The Journey
Whether we admit it or not, every journal is about 3 things: the adventurer, the
journey itself, and the destination. In short, the process of Becoming.
This section aims to give you an overview of what you’re trying to do: it’s drawing
the big picture.
Consider your purpose on this journey, and consider you will reach the other end
of it as a different person but will probably have a lot of challenges and adventures
on the way.
This part of your journal is a statement of identity, purpose, and practical actions
you want to take; write it once in the beginning of the program, and evaluate it
weekly through the third section of the journal, choosing an action focus for each
week.
Plan your actions but don’t occupy yourself in too much planning. Keep it simple,
doable, and defined in specific and reasonable timeframes.
It’s also very important to make a draft of this section before moving on to the
second part of the journal – more on that later.
This whole section is just around one page total; written in three small phrases, and
it can be just one single phrase if your journey is clear enough:
• The adventurer: In contrast with the rest of the journal this section allows
you to describe who you are, not necessarily in terms of the current reality,
but in terms of outlook and ambition. Who and what do you want to become.

Describe your best self here, or the person you strive to be. Describe yourself
in your full bloom of becoming.
• The destination: where are you heading, where do you want to be?
Recognize that you won’t necessarily reach your destination, but it’s a
compass that points you in the right direction. Remember to be honest and
realistic. Think of it this way: if you’re writing this same section at the same
time of the year, one year from now, where would you want to be, as a
person, and in life.
• The journey: What are you setting out to do? What actions, places and
people you’ll encounter, which things and tools you’ll be using, what kind of
adventure you want to undertake?

2. The Mirror
This is a process of unearthing who you are at this moment, in truth, without
aspirations or distortions or sugarcoating; this should be the real you. Everything
you are and everything you do, good and bad, whether you like it or not, whether
you admit it consciously or you don’t.

Phase 1: Mapping your apparent qualities and traits
The process of writing the book of mirrors is gradual; first we try to map our most
obvious qualities; the adjectives we use to describe who we are and what we do
from basic physical qualities to mental, emotional, and psychological ones.
You won’t be able to list all your qualities at once, and like everything else in The
Mirror, writing them down is a process of discovery that needs time and
contemplation.
Your first phase in crafting your mirror will look something like this, write all the
qualities you can think of about yourself and classify them in their respective types:

Qualities
General Physical

Social

Emotional Psychological Mental

Spiritual

You’re not expected to write pages or full sentences about your qualities, only one
or two words for each quality to make a simple table, so just list the qualities as
they are, using as few words as possible.
All the qualities that you can’t be defined under a category go under “General”, and
so does everything that’s more than a quality, like habits, personality traits, and so
on.
The “General” section might get too long but don’t worry about that, as everything
you write down will be used and benefitted from down the line.
In this section, write absolutely everything that comes to your mind. There’s
nothing trivial: write down everything no matter how important or non-important
you feel it is.
Again, write absolutely everything you uncover about yourself, things you hate and
things you like and things that you are afraid to admit to yourself out loud. Write
the things that you think other people should never know about you. Dig deep, as
deep as you can.
Don’t expect to finish this process in a day; treat it as an excavation process that
will take you weeks.
When you feel you have uncovered and listed everything you know about yourself,
it’s time to move to the next step.

The Key

Write absolutely everything you uncover about yourself, things
you hate and things you like and things that you are afraid to admit
to yourself out loud. Write the things that you think other people
should never know about you. Dig deep, as deep as you can.

Phase 2: Mapping your bigger patterns and deeper beliefs
Pick the biggest and most important 13 qualities that define you and affect your
life the most, the ones you feel are the most important at this point in your life.
It doesn’t matter if they’re good or bad, but pick the ones you feel they need work,
either to become better at (or to create and establish), or to destroy and unlearn.
Usually, most people will choose negative traits or qualities because that’s what
they want to overcome, but don’t take it as a rule; if you have something good that
you want to strengthen or acquire, this is the right section to list it. Feel free to add
something you want to have in yourself that didn’t appear in the first section; an
ambition or a goal.
If they are less than 13 it’s no big deal, just choose as many as you can to be close
to that number, but don’t exceed 13 as that’s the maximum for this section. The
aim here is to work on the most important aspects of your qualities, compared with
phase 1 in which the goal was to map all the qualities possible.
It’s okay if there’s more than one quality in the same category (for example, if 5 out
of the 13 qualities you picked are emotional qualities), even if all the qualities you
picked are in the same category, that’s fine.
Actually, one of your most important discoveries might happen when you’re
choosing these qualities, as they’ll tell you a lot about who you are and where
you’re at. It might all be emotional and mental qualities, or they might fall under
“General” if they’re a mix of several types or are hard to pin down. All that is totally
fine, as long as you pick the most important ones and map them in the below table
to the left column.

The qualities that you picked will go into the left-side column of this table in their
respective types (where qualities x,y,z are listed and so on):
Notable Notable Notable Habits Patterns Traits Beliefs
actions reactions related
thoughts
/
emotions
General:
Qualities x, y, z

Physical:
Qualities A, b, c

Social
Emotional
Psychological
Mental
Spiritual
What you’re doing next is digging deeper into each quality, and filling this table
gradually from left to right.
First, you’re going to map and uncover all the notable actions related to it, all the
notable reactions, and you might have several actions and reactions associated
with each quality.
Next you dig into all the thoughts or emotions that go through your mind and body
when those actions and reactions happen. Then you dig deeper and farther and see
which habits are related to it, either as a source or as a result of it.
Dig even deeper and try to see the bigger picture – the lifetime patterns that are
related one way or another to that quality, then try to see an even bigger picture
mapping personality traits.
While habits are daily actions and reactions, patterns are grand habits that are
repeated in long cycles – over years or decades, and include big picture things like
career and relationship choices and so on. Some important discoveries can happen
at this level.

Beyond patterns are personality traits; some people think qualities and personality
traits are the same, and they’re close but personality traits can be considered
qualities that became entrenched over years of reality, or as the source of those
qualities themselves.
Compared to habits and patterns, personality traits feel immutable and don’t seem
to have a clear source, as if they’re just there since you were born.
However, there’s something even deeper than personality traits: beliefs.
Beliefs here don’t mean your religious faith or metaphysical ideas: they are those
deep-seated ideas about yourself, others, and the world, that rule over your
interactions with the world and define your relationships with it.
For example; some people believe that people are good by nature, while others
believe the opposite; such belief will govern your patterns and define many of your
personality traits. Some people believe that men or women are inherently bad; or
that money is the most important thing in the world; or that nothing matters; all
these are beliefs – as in they are deep constructs – a hidden hand – that directly
affects everything else in your life.
It’s not going to be easy to uncover beliefs, and some people spend years with
experts to be able to reach such deep level of understanding, but the attempt is
worth it, and if you’re consistent in your journaling you might be surprised how far
self-understanding can go and how deep self-knowledge can become.
If you have reached this level and managed to map such a table; you’ll have already
grew your knowledge about yourself in unprecedented ways and hopefully gained
a lot of insights about yourself.
Remember to be patient and let the process take all the time it needs.
Once you feel that you have exhausted the process of the second phase, it’s time
to draw the third and final map of yourself; and this is where the meta work is done
and the big picture gets completed.

Phase 3: Locating yourself in the Map of Being
The Barbarian Way is about balance and living in tune with the essence of life; and
that balance, despite its enigmatic and mysterious nature, can be understood in
practical, simple, and straightforward terms.
Many philosophical and spiritual schools throughout history have studied balance
and strived to pursue it; from the ancient Egyptian religion to Mediterranean
mystery schools to native American, Taoist, and Dharma spiritualities; a lot of work
has been done.
For the sake of simplicity, we understand balance – for human life – in the terms of
Seven Dynamics:
1. Earth connection: basic biological survival (food, drink, security, and shelter)
and physical connection with the soil and the physical world.
2. Continuity and duality connection: Sexuality, physical bonds and
reproduction.
3. Root Community: family and close friends, connection with the tribe.
4. The heart connection: Love, compassion, relationships, and broader social
connections.
5. Creative connection: Communication and creative expression through
words and art.
6. The intellectual connection: the mental, intellectual, and scientific
aspirations and actions.
7. The spiritual/Divine dynamic.

To have real balance, is to have these dynamics fulfilled, not necessarily through
having a pursuit in each, but through avoiding having any major deficits in any
category.
Most individuals and communities today suffer from some imbalance, especially
through focusing too much on one dynamic above everything else, and it’s very
likely you’ll discover some form of imbalance in your own life as well.
The practical way to know this is mapping your beliefs through the Seven dynamics:
choose seven of the most important beliefs from phase 2 (or traits/patterns if you

didn’t uncover enough Beliefs), and classify them in the right-side column according
to the 7 dynamics following the table below.
If they are less than 7 that’s fine, but 7 is the maximum number.
The table in phase 3 will look like this:
Dynamic
Beliefs
Earth
connection
Sexuality
Root
community
Heart
Creative
Intellect
Spirituality
Mapping your most important beliefs might uncover a deeper imbalance or show
you a good balance in your life. Remember there’s no right or wrong answers, so
don’t try to map the beliefs in a way that balances them out; write them as they
are even if you found out that they all belong into exactly the same dynamic.
In addition to uncovering any potential imbalances; this will allow you to identify
the source of some of your beliefs, or the deeper connection that they have with
larger dynamics in life as a whole, and therefore it’ll be easier for you to address
them effectively and holistically.
Let’s say that two of your most important beliefs turn out to be related to the root
dynamic; for example a belief of never trusting anyone is related to root
community, a belief of never going into real long-term relationships belongs to the
heart dynamic as well as sexuality dynamic; a belief that money is the most
important thing to pursue might have its source in the Earth connection…etc.
The process of understanding where your beliefs align with these dynamics will
allow you to understand yourself more in addition to offering you a chance to know
how to effectively rectify the situation and avoid half-solutions and useless
remedies.

Note that these dynamics are not separated by walls; they interweave and interact
and affect each other, so if a belief rooted in sexuality for example, it might be
affecting other dynamics in your life such as community and heart connections and
maybe even maybe spirituality and intellect.
Also note that if some dynamics don’t have any major beliefs listed under them,
this isn’t an indication of a problem or an imbalance, it might be the case that you’re
good in that area and that’s why nothing showed up. The presence of a belief in an
area is a more concrete indication of an issue than the absence of one.

Be prepared and understanding
The Journal of Becoming will most likely put you face to face with
your ego and uncover your strongest internal narrative.

After phase 3:
Completing phase 3 means that you now have a better and clearer and bigger
picture about yourself, not on a surface level but on a deeper level. It’s like doing a
self-anatomy of who you are.
At this point, you might feel that the previous section in the journal about the
Journey is now imperfect or incomplete, and that’s completely fine.
Actually, the program encouraged you to write down “The Journey” part before
doing the Mirror for this purpose: to give you the chance to see how much your
self-knowledge grew and to experience for yourself how knowing oneself can
enhance and change one’s outlook.
At this point, it’s fair to revise the first part and redo it with the new knowledge
that you now have.
Keep in mind that your book of Mirrors will never be fully complete but it will reach
a time where you will feel it’ll display a relatively extensive map of who you are,

and this is what’s important to remember: the journal itself won’t be who you are,
it’ll only be a close reflection of you are at one very brief point in time.
The Self is an ever-changing entity but the Journal of Becoming is your tool to know
yourself and to bring that process of constant change under the light of
consciousness.
Moreover, The Journal of Becoming is a tool to bring your Will into who you want
to be.
After you’re done with phase 3 and have revised your journey, you can pick a trait,
a habit, pattern or belief from your map, and choose to work on it, to change it, to
overcome it. Once you succeed or achieve the progress you want in that one habit,
move on to the next and so on.
It might happen during your journey that you will completely lose motivation and
might become unable to see the value of what you’re doing, and that usually
happens in the middle of your journey when progress stalls and the exhaustion sets
it, but it’s mostly your old self – the ego – fighting back for its own self-preservation.
This is very important because the Journal of Becoming will most likely put you face
to face with your ego – The ego is a narrative and a personality that dominates your
consciousness and your actions.
Your old self might try to hold you back, not because it’s evil but just because this
is how the ego operates: the ego likes reality as it is because that’s where it was
born and that’s where it exists. The ego – or the outer self – is a very fragile and
impermanent collection of stories and patterns and traits and beliefs, and
whenever you try to change something in these it’ll fight back.
The ego has its useful functions of course, as it enables us to deal with reality, steers
our daily life, and helps us to adapt in society and digest the experiences we go
through, but one of its dynamics is its natural resistance to change that manifests
itself in either encouraging you to quite, or in trying to absorb whatever you’re
doing into its narrative.
Try to not fall for either, and realize that most of the actions, reactions, habits,
patterns and beliefs that you have, are not really you, they belong to the ego and

therefore they do not define you, which means they’re not eternal and can be
subject to change through Will.
You might not be able to get rid completely of some things because some of them
are deeply entrenched and might require more than one lifetime to overcome, but
even if you manage to transform something from a major issue to a minor one, it
means you would have achieved in a few weeks a kind of progress that few people
make in their entire lifetimes.
Make your journal a documentation of your journey of Becoming.
Grow lighter, grow stronger, and grow deeper as you go.

3. The Action Journal
This is the last part of your journal and the documentation of your journey.
It’s simply where you note significant breakthroughs or remarks related to the work
you’re doing on your mind, body, and soul.
It can contain anything from insights to tips to practical advice about the workout
program you’re following, as long as it’s focused on your journey.
This is also where you keep track of your progress and keep tabs on your practice
with the goal of having the ability to know your total tally by the end of the year.
It’s important to know if you have for example, journaled and meditated and
exercised consistently for how many weeks in the year, so you can judge how much
effort you put and to decide which areas need more work.
The structure of this section is entirely up to you, as it’s usually better to organize
practical things in the way that best suits each person.
The important thing to remember here is that this section is an Action Journal; it’s
normal and good to have lots of insights here, but it’s also important to document
your work and your actions. A journal without work is just a diary, and your Book
of Becoming is not a diary, it’s the chronicles of an adventure.

The Earth Path: Fitness Foundation

Pull your weight
A Barbarian must be able to pull their own weight, and in this case,
literally.

The philosophy of the Fitness Foundation program in the Barbarian Way follows
the same general principles:
• Full body workout that mixes cardiovascular exercises with endurance and
resistance training.
• It focuses on intensity through a time limit by challenging yourself to make
the same workout in a shorter duration.
• Bodyweight exercises that requires almost no equipment and can be done
anywhere.
• The only piece of equipment you need is a pullup bar.
• You’ll need to commit to this workout for 3 days a week minimum to get
good results – we recommend 4 days of exercise with one day rest in the
middle for the best results.
• Can be done in 13 minutes or even less, making it possible to turn it into a
sustainable lifetime habit.

Before going into the details let’s explain the logic of this workout a little bit.
The exercises, despite being very simple, target almost every muscle in your body,
in addition to increasing your cardiovascular capacity.
You will gain a general level of fitness and a good level of physical strength; good
form and good posture is a side effect of this program with its emphasis on back
and core exercises.

However, this is not a muscle building program or an athletic training program, it’s
meant to be a general foundation that you can fall back to, alongside your other
physical exercises or on its own.
The only piece of equipment required – the pullup bar – is extremely important and
doesn’t really have an alternative bodyweight exercise that gives the same
benefits. Choosing to include exercises that require a pullup bar is also intentional
as acquiring and installing one in your residence is a step that requires commitment
and action and it’ll help you get into the right mindset for this program – in addition
to the fact that you’ll have a physical reminder for exercise in your living room.
As we said before, a Barbarian must be able to pull their own weight, in this case,
literally.
The main challenge of this program is Duration, and that’s how it works:
• First phase has no time limit: take as much time as needed and as many rests
as needed between reps to do the whole program in one session. This might
take a few weeks if you’re starting from scratch.
Total sets include 18 reps of pullups/chin-ups, 39 reps of pushups, 39 reps of
leg exercises, 39 reps of ab exercises, 39 reps of punches and kicks, and 100
reps of jumping jacks. This might be a lot for a beginner, so take your time to
build your capacity to be able to do at least 80% of these reps, while taking
as many rests as you need.
• Second phase is time-tracking: now that you’re able to do the workout fully
(or almost fully) in good form, it’s time to track the general time it takes to
finish it. Resting between sets becomes different here: the rest between sets
of the same group shouldn’t exceed 2 minutes between each set. You can
start with longer than that and bring it down gradually, as the long-term goal
of this phase is to eliminate the rest while doing the sets in a group, and rest
only between each group of sets.
• Third phase is doing the whole workout in 13 minutes max: keep perfect
form and push through each group of sets without rests. Only rest for a
minute or two max between each group of sets, and gradually bring the total
time required to finish the workout in 13 minutes or less.

After a few months of consistent workout you might reach a phase where this
workout becomes too easy for you, so once you’re there, the first thing is
congratulations! You have succeeded in establishing a fitness and strength
foundation that’ll make a significant impact on your health and wellbeing.
If you’re wondering what’s next after that, there are more demanding workout
programs to follow, and there are ways to make each exercise in the foundation
program harder, but for the sake of sustainability, we advise to keep this program
as it as a morning habit and dedicate a separate time for additional workouts at a
different time of the day.
We’ll share more programs in the coming expansions of the Barbarian Way, but as
a foundation this program is more than enough to give you a very solid base.

The Training Sets
Group 1:
Exercise
Pull Ups x 7

Illustration

Notes
Even you’re not
able to do it yet
or are able to do
just a few, pull as
much as you can
even if you don’t
reach the top.
Keep practicing
until you’re able
to do seven full
pullups.

Military Pushup x 13

Close grip, Hands
directly
under
shoulders,
elbows stay close
to the body.

Lunges x 13

A left leg lunge
followed by a
right leg lunge
would count as 1
rep.

Side crunches x 13

Elbow to knee
(opposite sides).
Right elbow to
left knee then
left elbow to
right knee would
count as 1 rep.

Jumping Jacks x33

Punches x13

Any
punches
regardless of the
technique.
A
left-hand
punch followed
by right hand
punch
would
count as one rep.

Group 2:
Exercise
Chin Ups x 6

Illustration

Notes
Palm is facing
towards
your
body, opposite
to how it was in
the
pullup
exercise.

Standard Pushup x
13

Palms outside
shoulders,
elbows go on
the side when
doing the reps.

Squats x 13

Keep your back
straight
and
your heels flat
on the floor
while toes are
slightly pointing
outwards.

Leg Raises x 13

Keep your legs
straight as you
raise them up
and down.

Jumping Jacks x33

Kicks x13

Any kicks would
do.
Right leg kick
then left leg kick
would count as
1 rep.

Group 3:
Exercise
Illustration
Close grip Pull Ups x
5

Notes
Same as pullup
but with palms
side by side.

Wide Pushup x 13

Palms as far away
from shoulders as
possible.

Standing toe touch x
13

Keep your legs
straight.
Try to touch the
floor with your
toes then go back
to
standing
position, that’s 1
rep.

Double Crunches x
13

Your legs don’t
touch the floor.
Bring your upper
body close to your
legs while slightly
bringing your legs
towards
your
face.

Jumping Jacks x33

Punches & Kicks x13

2 punches (one
from each side)
and 2 kicks (one
from each leg)
would count as 1
rep.

The Sun Path: Spiritual Foundation
The word spirituality has lost its meaning nowadays; it usually either means some
dogmatic metaphysical belief or some fluffy feel-good practices devoid of spiritual
meaning.
In the Barbarian Way spirituality is simply a threefold relationship: the type of
connection you have with yourself, with the physical reality including the earth and
soil and world, and with the reality beyond the physical world.
How we connect with ourselves, the world, and the Beyond, defines so many things
in our actions and behavior, which is why we cannot neglect this aspect; any real
work of Becoming and Overcoming is spiritual in nature, regardless of personal
beliefs.
The spiritual connection can be shaped and nurtured by many practices, from
rituals to prayer and contemplation, and from direct mystical experiences to
induced trance states, but there’s an ultimate foundational practice that can be
used to open us up and nurture all these connections: Meditation.
Meditation isn’t just the foundation of spiritual practice, but the foundation of any
personal growth; it’s the practical tool to exert our Will on the subconscious and to
train our minds to accomplish the things we want to do.
• To meditate is to perceive. To walk the journey, we need to see the path with
more than just our eyes.
• Meditation is the workout of the Will as our body and mind will generally
resist any meditation attempts.
• Meditation is the refining of the mind; it strengthens our ability to focus and
solve problems.
• Meditation is a detox; it’s a subtle process of getting rid of toxic mental and
psychological waste.
• Meditation makes the unconscious conscious which breaks the hold of
unconscious beliefs and brings forth deep issues that we can now dismantle
and rebuild consciously.

• Any self-development work is just empty words without meditation.
Mediation is the bridge that connects intellectual concepts with mental and
psychological realities. It helps to integrate our work on a deeper level in the
mind.
• Meditation helps us in seeing ourselves and the world as is; helping us
tremendously in dealing with whatever we have to deal with.
• The stillness of the mind will allow our souls to see beyond the mundane,
allowing us to deepen our connection with the world around us and
potentially experience what’s beyond the physical reality.
• Meditation allows us to experience the mind and reality as it is; opening up
the door for existential insights about life and the nature of existence.
• Being able to enjoy stillness for a few moments, to calm the mind and reset
our neurological system is a great practice in itself.
• Only Death will put things into perspective. Thinking about Death once in a
while doesn’t do it; we have to live our daily lives with the realization of our
own mortality in every waking moment, so we can realize how precious are
time and life, and live and act accordingly. The practical way to achieve such
mind state is the weekly Death Meditation (see the third practice below).

For these purposes, The Barbarian Way builds its meditation practices on three
main weekly meditations:
1) Stillness meditation – Being in the Moment with the World outside.
2) Breathing Meditation – Being in the Moment with the World inside.
3) Death meditation – Non-Being.

General Tips for your Meditation Practice
• When you start meditating, and if you are a beginner, you can start with 5
minutes in the beginning. Later on, you will notice that 5 minutes aren't
enough and you can then gradually extend the meditation session. Don't
rush yourself.

• For the purposes of making a foundation; 13 minutes of Mediation are
enough in the beginning. Increasing the duration later is up to you.
• The best time for mediation is early morning when you first wake up, or right
before sleep. Whatever you choose, stick to the same time. Treat it as a
habit, part of your routine.
• Take few deep breaths before starting the meditation to relax your body and
mind.
• Meditate without expectations; achieving certain experiences or some kind
of progress is not the goal of Meditation; meditation itself is the goal.
• The goal of any meditation is not to stop the mind from thinking; the mind
will be mind. Just observe and go back to your focus whenever it wanders.
• Stillness meditation is better practiced outside in a natural environment,
preferably under a tree. Breathing meditation is better practiced indoor in a
calm and stable environment. Death meditation can be practiced in any
setting.
• Sit in a comfortable position that you can maintain for 13 minutes with
enough support for your back without straining yourself. You don’t have to
follow a formal meditation position. A chair or cushion can do.
• If possible, have a dedicated space for your meditation practice as it helps to
put you in the right mindset – e.g. try to avoid meditating in your bed or
behind your work desk.
• If you really want to give this program a chance; follow the meditations
described here as they are, without mixing them with other types of
meditation or prayer; you can do other types whenever you want, but when
it’s time for practicing The Barbarian Way, better follow the practice as it is
without addition or subtraction as this will enable you to evaluate the
practice and its effects more clearly.

Stillness Meditation: Being in the world as is
• Begin by standing or sitting comfortably.
• Stay still and calm, breathing in and breathing out naturally.
• Keep your eyes open and become aware of the environment around you. If
you are not outside in a natural setting, you can close your eyes and imagine
yourself in one, such as forest or mountain, the seashore or river bank.
• Observe nature as it is, without making judgments as to what you’re
observing, just observe.
• Now move your awareness to your body and stay there for a while, then start
scanning your senses.
• Focus on your sight sense and stay there for a while: observe what you see
in front of you and around you; the colors, the textures, the shapes, as they
are, without judgment. Just observe as if you’re seeing these things for the
first time.
• Focus on your hearing sense and stay there for a while: observe any sound
you hear around you, as it is, whatever it is, without making judgments about
what and why you hear it. Just observe as if you’re hearing these sounds for
the first time.
• Focus on your smelling sense and stay there for a while; any smell you sense
around you, as it is, whatever it is, without making judgments, as if you smell
it for the first time.
• Focus on your tasting sense and stay there for a while; observe any taste you
can sense inside your mouth, as it is, whatever it is, without making
judgments.
• Now bring your focus to physical sensations; the sense of touch. Focus on
the sensations you feel from the contact of your body with the ground, with
the air, with the sun, without judgments, as if you feel these sensations for
the first time.
• Now move your attention slowly from the top of your head, relaxing your
muscles as you go, easing into your awareness of all the physical sensations.
• With your awareness reaching your legs, planted firmly into the earth,
imagine roots travelling deep down into the soil, spreading wide and deep

beneath you, and rest in the awareness of just Being, still and calm, breathing
in and breathing out.

Breathing Meditation: Being in the Moment
with the World within.
• Begin by standing or sitting comfortably.
• Stay still and calm, breathing in and breathing out naturally.
• Close your eyes and become aware of your breath.
• When exhaling, think, "Now the air is coming out, now I'm exhaling." When
inhaling, focus on the air entering your body.
• Bring your focus to where the air is coming into and out of your body; your
nostrils; either the tip of the nostrils or the whole nose, depending on your
preference and the location of your breathing sensations.
• Keep your focus on the air coming into your nostrils and out of your nostrils.
• Your mind will wander, don’t get frustrated or angry at yourself; note the
habit of the mind to wander and go back to focusing on your breath.
• Avoid counting your breath or repeating any kind of phrase or mantra as
these might serve as diversions for the mind; focus only on your natural
process of breathing.
• It’s normal that you might be able to only focus on 1 or 2 breathes at a time
before your mind wanders again; note the process of the mind to jump from
thought to thought and bring your focus gently back on your breathing.
• Keep your focus on the air coming into your nostrils, and coming out. Just
observe.
• The sensation in your head and the area you’re focusing on in your nostrils
might become different; just observe without judgment.
• Whenever your mind wanders, just bring your focus back to your breathing.
• Rest in the awareness of just Being, still and calm, breathing in and breathing
out.

Death Meditation: Non-Being
Death Meditation is a technique is based on meditating on the nature of death and
becoming at peace with this aspect of life and our own mortality, and then living
through the realization that life and time are precious and finite.
This mediation might be very tough the first few times you try it; it’s without a
doubt a dark and disturbing experience in the beginning, but over time, as you
mature your consciousness towards the reality of life, it’ll make a very deep change
in your perspective and daily actions.
Why does the Barbarian Way include this Mediation as a part of the Foundation?
• Accepting reality as it is, is essential for the Barbarian, and an important
milestone of spiritual and psychological maturity.
• Helps you to put things into perspective.
• It’ll reshuffle your priorities: it helps you to see what is really important in
life and what’s not.
• You stop taking things for granted.
• Deepens your understanding of what it means to be alive.
• A deeper understanding of death will affect how we live our lives, how we
treat others, and everything we do.

The practice:
•
•
•
•

Begin by standing or sitting comfortably.
Stay still and calm, breathing in and breathing out naturally.
Close your eyes and become aware of your breath.
Bring your focus to the uncertainty of time of death: life can end at any
moment in different ways. Imagine the passing of time and the aging of your
body.
• Visualize your own death. Either through the passing of time or for any
unexpected cause.

• Visualize the decay of your own body. It’ll turn to bones, and the bones will
turn to dust. Visualize it with as much detail as possible.
• Familiarize yourself with life without you in the world.
• Accept the inevitability of your own death, and the impossibility of knowing
when it will happen.
• Grieve and mourn if you need to; it’s part of the healing process and the
acceptance of life as is.
• Familiarize yourself with the nature of life; everything is transformed
through life and death.
• Bring your awareness slowly back to your body.
• Focus on your breathing for a while and regain calmness and balance, before
you finish your session.

Appendix: Books & Crafts
Skills & Crafts
This list includes examples of crafts you can learn.
The list is meant to just give examples; there are endless options of crafts and
skills that you can learn out there, and there’s an abundance of guides and online
tutorials to make this easier than ever.
We avoided any skills that require sitting behind a screen, as The Barbarian Way
focuses on reestablishing our offline skills and spending less time in our heads and
more time with the physical world.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Woodworking.
Wood carving.
Carpentry.
Sewing and dressmaking.
Blacksmithing.
Silversmithing.
Cross stitching.
Glassmaking.
Stone carving.
Sculpture.
Knitting.
Crochet.
Pottery making.
Furniture making.
Jewelry making.
Candle and soap making.
Incense making.
Paper crafting and card making.
Costume making.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leather carving.
Leather crafting.
Hunting & fishing.
Toy & doll making.
Flow arts (poi, bo, dragon staff..etc)
Drawing & Painting.
Martial arts & self-defense.
Bicycle making & fixing.
Gardening, Horticulture, permaculture.
Cooking.
Music and playing musical instruments.
House building & restoration.
Archery.
Alcohol Brewing.
Herbalism.

Reading Recommendations
This is a list of recommended books for an in-depth understanding of the
philosophy behind The Barbarian Way:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ishmael – Daniel Quinn.
Thus spoke Zarathustra - Fredrich Nietzsche.
Meditations - Marcus Aurelius.
Siddhartha - Hermann Hesse.
The War of Art - Steven Pressfield.
The Primal Connection - Mark Sisson.
The World Until Yesterday – Jared Diamond.
Anti-Fragility: Things that gain from Disorder – Nassim Nicholas Taleb.

Contact Us:
For any questions, remarks, inquiries or guidance, you can contact us on:
<thebarbarianway2@gmail.com>

